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SUMMARY

Size

1 letter

Geographic Locations

Hidalgo County, Texas

Inclusive Dates

June 15, 1908

Languages

English

Summary

The letter informs W.B. McShane that three deeds relating
the conveyance of land from Oblate fathers to S.J. Rowe,
from S.J. Rowe to Will B. McShane, from Will B. McShane
to M.F. McShane were filed and recorded. The deeds
themselves are not part of the collection.
The collection is open for research. If you wish to examine
items in the manuscript group, please contact the Archivist
at 956-383-6911 to make an appointment to visit the
Margaret H. McAllen Memorial Archives (MHMMA)
reading room.
Reproductions must be made from surrogates (microfilm,
digital scan, photocopy of original held by the Museum of
South Texas History), when available. Only archives staff
may photocopy collection documents.
Researchers assume full responsibility for compliance with
laws regarding copyright, literary property rights, and libel.
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SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE
The letter from A.E. Chavez informs W.B. McShane that three deeds relating the
conveyance of land from Oblate fathers to S.J. Rowe, from S.J. Rowe to Will B.
McShane, and from Will B. McShane to M.F. McShane were filed and recorded. Chevez
was the County and District Clerk; therefore, the letter was typed on letterhead for Office
of County and District Clerk, Hidalgo County. The letter is dated June 15, 1908.
The deeds themselves are not part of the collection.
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